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Abstract
Mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) become an essential part of the current wireless communication infrastructure, thus eﬃcient
routing protocols takes an important consideration of the current research. In Geographic-Based routing algorithms, nodes use
the location information about nodes to take routing choices. Current geographical routing algorithms usually address the routing
environment in 2D space. However, in real life, nodes could be located in 3D space. In this paper, we propose two 3D geographical
routing algorithms that uses the advantage of the high delivery rate of the ﬂooding algorithms and the low overhead of the progress-
based routing algorithms. The ﬁrst algorithm (Progress-SGFlooding) uses geographical routing to progress as much as possible to
the destination, if its not possible, a partial ﬂooding is used over a sub-graph extracted locally. The second algorithm (Progress-
SGFlooding-Progress) used geographical routing to progress to the destination, if the progress is not possible, a partial ﬂooding is
used over a sub-graph for one step only and then the algorithm goes back to the geographical routing. We evaluate our algorithm
and compare it with current routing algorithms. The simulation results show a signiﬁcant improvement in delivery rate up to 100%
compared to 70% and a huge reduction in overall traﬃc around 60%.
c© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
Peer-review under responsibility of the Conference Program Chairs.
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1. Introduction
Wireless networks became an essential part of todays communication infrastructure. Such networks are usually
modeled by mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs). MANETs consist of a set of wireless mobile hosts that can com-
municate with no physical backbone infrastructure. Communication is based on radio propagation; two nodes can
communicate directly if they are within the transmission range of each other14. To communicate with nodes outside
the transmission range, multihop routing is used employing the nodes in between to forward packets. Since mobile
ad-hoc networks may change their topology often and because of the resource constraints, routing in such networks is
diﬃcult. In the last couple of decades, several routing algorithms have been suggested to address the multihop routing
problem; each is based on diﬀerent assumptions and theories. These routing algorithms can be classiﬁed to two main
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basic types15: ﬂooding-based routing1,10 and progress-based routing4,8,9. In ﬂooding-based routing, when a packet
reaches a node, it forwards that packet to all its neighbors. This can usually ﬁnd the shortest path between two nodes.
However, it can be diﬃcult for these routing protocols to work with large MANETs because of the huge traﬃc and
overhead that can be created around the network. Geocasting based Location-Aided Routing (LAR)10 is an example
for this strategy.
In progress-based routing, the node having a packet forwards it to one of its neighbors according to some heuristic,
Greedy2 and Compass11 routing algorithms are considered as progress-based routing algorithms11,3.
Current routing algorithms usually address the routing environment in 2D space. However, in real life, nodes could
be located in 3D space. In this paper, we propose two 3D geographical routing algorithms that uses the advantage of
the high delivery rate of the ﬂooding-based algorithms and the low overhead of the progress-based routing algorithms.
The ﬁrst algorithm (Progress-SGFlooding) uses geographical routing to progress as much as possible to the destina-
tion, if progress is not possible, a partial ﬂooding is used over a sub-graph extracted locally. The second algorithm
(Progress-SGFlooding-Progress) used geographical routing to progress to the destination, if the progress is not possi-
ble, a partial ﬂooding is used over a sub-graph for one step only and then the algorithm goes back to the geographical
routing.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we deﬁne the network model and survey previous work.
In Section 3 we give a detailed description of the new routing algorithms. We present simulation results to prove the
much enhanced performance of the proposed methods in comparison with existing techniques in Section 4. Section 5
summarizes our results.
2. Model and background
Usually MANET is modeled using a geometric graph, which is a graph embedded in a d-dimensional Euclidean
space such that its vertices are points with coordinates and its edges are straight-line segments. The set of n wireless
hosts is represented as a point set S in R3, each point has a geometric location. All network hosts have the same
communication range of r, which represented as a sphere volume of radius r. We deﬁne the dist(u, v) as the Euclidean
distance between the points u and v, dist(u, v) =
√
(ux − vx)2 + (uy − vy)2 + (uz − vz)2. Two nodes are connected by an
edge (undirected) if the Euclidean distance between them is at most r. The resulting graph is called a unit ball graph
(UBG). The routing task is to ﬁnd a path from the source node s to the destination node d. Local information is used
to determine how to route the packet. We are interested in the following performance measures for routing algorithms:
Delivery rate: the percentage of times that the algorithm succeeds in delivering its packet. Path dilation: the average
ratio of the length of the path returned by the algorithm to the length of the shortest path in the UBG. Overhead: the
average ratio of number of nodes participate in the routing process to the number of hops in the shortest path.
2.1. Routing Algorithms
In geographical-based routing protocols, we assume that a node knows its geometric location which can be ac-
quired using GPS, the location of all neighbors using periodical exchanged hello message, and the location of the
packet destination which can be learned using location services6,13. Routing protocols for MANETs depends on sev-
eral issues, for example, the network topology, the information available during routing process at each node, and the
characteristics of backbone network that could be used to deﬁne a heuristic to ﬁnd a route eﬃciently. In this sub-
section we review some representative geographical routing algorithms that are closely related to the new proposed
algorithms: (1) 3DGreedy routing: a node forwards the packet to its neighbor that minimizes the remaining distance
to the destination. This is repeated until the destination node is reached. In many cases this routing algorithm may
ﬁll to deliver the packet to the destination when a local minimum node is reached (a node that has no neighbor closer
to the destination). (2) 3DCompass routing: a node forwards the packet to its neighbor that minimizes the angle
formed between the current node, next node, and destination. This is repeated until the destination node is reached.
As in 3DGreedy routing, this algorithm may suﬀer from the local minimum when the nodes enter an inﬁnite loop of
sending to each other without making progress to the destination. (3) 3DLAR10: This algorithm also uses the position
information of nodes to restrict the ﬂooding process during the route discovery phase. The node holding the packet
forwards it to all neighbors that are located in a cube as follows: (1) With the available information of the destination
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node d, the source node computes the expected zone for the destination, its a sphere centered at d with radius equal
to v ∗ (t1 − t0), where t1 is the current time, t0 is the last time stamp known about the destination position and v is the
maximum speed known about the destination node. (2) The cube longest diagonal starts at the source node and ends
at the surface of the expected zone. Because 3DLAR relies on ﬂooding, the delivery rate usually is very high, but it
suﬀers from the huge overhead and traﬃc in the network.
2.2. Geometric Graphs
Our proposed algorithms use whats called a sub-graph of the UBG to overcome local minimum problem of
progress-based routing algorithms. To extract connected sub-graphs, local distributed algorithm is used to eliminate
several edges of the UBG. A distributed algorithm is called local if each node of the network only uses information
obtained uniquely from the nodes located no more than a constant (independent of the size of the network) number of
hops from it. Thus, during the algorithm, no node is ever aware of the existence of other nodes in the network further
away than this constant number of hops. In the following we present some local distributed algorithm to extract a
sub-graph from UBG. (1) 3D Gabriel Graph (3DGG)5,8 of a graph G, denoted 3DGG(G), is deﬁned as follows.
Given any two adjacent nodes u and v in G, the edge (u, v) belongs to 3DGG(G) if, and only if, no other node w ∈ G
is located in the sphere of diameter d(u, v) containing (u, v). (2) 3D Relative Neighborhood Graph (3DRNG)7,16 of
a graph G, denoted 3DRNG(G), is deﬁned as follows: an edge (u, v) exists in 3DRNG(G) between the points u and v
in G if no other point w in G is inside the lens formed by the intersection of the two spheres centered on u and v with
radius equal to the transmission range of each node.
3. Proposed Routing Algorithms
Although 3DGreedy, 3DCompass and 3DMFS algorithms delivery rate is law, they usually ﬁnd a path very close
to the shortest path. Thus, the over-head and traﬃc are very low. On the other hand, ﬂooding-based routing algorithm
(3DLAR) can almost provide a nearly guaranteed delivery rate but with huge traﬃc because there are many nodes
receive and forward packets without being part of the path from the source to the destination. We have two general
approaches to hybridizing progress-based routing with the ﬂooding-based routing algorithms to try to beneﬁt from
both protocols. One option (Progress-SGFlooding) is to use 3DGreedy algorithm as much as possible, if the packet
reaches a local minimum node, this node adds a special character to the packet to tell nodes in the path to start
extracting locally the 3DGG graph and to send the packet to all neighbors in 3DGG, see Fig. 1. Progress-SGFlooding
algorithm deﬁnitely guarantees the delivery of packets, and the traﬃc has dropped dramatically compared to regular
ﬂooding-based routing, see Algorithm 1 for details. Although Progress-SGFlooding, has an excellent deliver rate,
but the traﬃc and overhead still can be improved. The second option (Progress-SGFlooding-Progress), starts by
3DGreedy algorithm as much as possible, if the packet reaches a local minimum node. It runs the 3DGG and forward
the packets to all neighbors that are belong to 3DGG, see Fig. 2. The algorithm goes back at this point to 3DGreedy
routing right after that. See Algorithm 3 for more details.
4. Performance evaluation of routing algorithms
In the simulation experiments, a (100, 150, 200, 250, 300) nodes are randomly positioned in a cube of side length
equal to 100m. The transmission range is ﬁxed on 25m. The reason behind these numbers is to satisfy the simulation
environment suggested in12. If the resulted network graph is not connected, we calculate the largest connected com-
ponent (LCC), and then we use it to perform the studied routing algorithms. The source and the destination are both
chosen randomly from the LCC. To estimate the performance, we execute each algorithm on 100 random graphs and
the percentage of successful delivers determined. To compute the average deliver rate, this process is repeated 100
times and the average is taken. Moreover, out of the 10000 runs used to compute the average packet delivery rate, the
overhead which measured as the number of packets created and exchanged in the network by a routing algorithm is
computed. The path dilation also computed on the same run.
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Fig. 1. Progress-SGFlooding (a) The algorithm uses greedy forwarding as much as possible. (b) At the local minimum, each node starts generating
3DGG graph locally. (c,d,e) Flooding is done over the subgraph
Fig. 2. Progress-SGFlooding-progress (a) The algorithm uses greedy forwarding as much as possible. (b) At the local minimum, each node starts
generating 3DGG graph locally. (c) Flooding is done for a couple of steps until we reach a node closer to the destination. (d,e) Greedy is used
again.
4.1. Performance of the new Algorithms
We present a comparison between the new proposed routing algorithms and other related algorithms in terms of
delivery rate in Fig. 3. It can be seen that 3DLAR, Progress-SGFlooding, and Progress-SGFlooding-Progress routing
algorithms have delivery rate equal to 100%. This is expected, we can explain the result of each algorithm as follows:
• 3DLAR uses ﬂooding, thus, packets arrive to the destination eventually. Even if it fails at the ﬁrst stages
(because the destination is outside the expected rage), 3DLAR increase the size of the expected range and try
again until the packet reaches the destination.
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Algorithm 1: Progress-SGFlooding
// Consider s, d, c are the source, the destination node, and the current node respectively
// Execution starts when a source node needs to route a packet to some other node.
begin
c← s /* At the beginning source is the current node */
repeat
Let L(c) is the set of neighbors nodes around c
for each node x in L(c) do
ﬁnd the Euclidean distance for each edge dist(
→
xd)
let the neighbor m has the shortest distance out of neighbors dist(
→
md)
if dist(
→
md) ≤ dist(→cd) then /* Can progress to d */
c forward the packet to the node m
c← m
else /* Local minimum phenomena */
break
until c = d
if c = d then /* algorithm succeed to deliver the packet */
return
else /* Continue with partial flooding */
call Algorithm 2
Algorithm 2: Flooding over 3DGG graph
// Consider c is the current node holding the packet and d is the destination node
// Execution starts when a packet reaches a local minimum and ﬂooding is required.
begin
c applies 3DGG (G) graph algorithm on its neighbors
Let Q equal the set of edges around c from 3DGG(G) graph
for i← 1 to number of neighbors in Q do
send the packet through edge
→
ci
end
if i = d then /* d has been reached */
do nothing
else if i has seen the packet before then
do nothing
else /* Recursively call partial flooding */
c← i
call Algorithm 2
end
end
• Because Progress-SGFlooding uses 3DGreedy, then around 70% of the graphs success in packet delivery. For
the failed cases, Progress-SGFlooding, uses ﬂooding at the local minimum point to guarantees packets delivery.
Thus, Progress-SGFlooding has a total of 100% delivery rate.
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Algorithm 3: Progress- SGFlooding-Progress
// Consider s, d, c are the source, the destination node, and the current node respectively
// Execution starts when a source node needs to route a packet to some other node.
begin
c← s /* At the beginning source is the current node */
repeat
Let L(c) is the set of neighbors nodes around c
for each node x in L(c) do
ﬁnd the euclidean distance for each edge dist(
→
xd)
let the neighbor m has the shortest distance out of neighbors dist(
→
md)
if dist(
→
md) ≤ dist(→cd) then /* Can progress to d */
c forward the packet to the node m
c← m
else /* No more progress to d (Local minimum) */
break
until c = d
if c = d then /* algorithm succeed to deliver the packet */
return
else /* Flooding is needed */
c applies 3DGG (G) graph algorithm on its neighbors
Let Q equal the set of edges around c from 3DGG(G) graph
for i← 1 to number of neighbors in Q do
send the packet through edge
→
ci
if i = d then /* d has been reached */
do nothing
else if i has seen the packet before then
do nothing
else /* Go back to greedy */
c← i
call Algorithm 3
• Progress-SGFlooding-Progress also uses 3DGreedy and when it fail uses ﬂooding until it overcome the local
minimum and then it goes back to 3DGreedy, thus it has 100% delivery rate.
• For 3DGreedy and 3DCompass routing, obviously, they have relatively low delivery rate because of the local
minimum problem. As the number of nodes increases, the devilry rate increase and reaches 100%. This is
because the dense graphs have much more paths to the destination and the local minimum nodes in the way
almost disappear.
In Fig. 4, we show the path dilation of all studied algorithms. It is immediately evident that 3DLAR has the
lowest path dilation, because it uses ﬂooding and the shortest path will be chosen most of the time. 3DGreedy and
3DCompass algorithm also has very low path dilation because they try to progress as much as possible in every
step and this is the deﬁnition of shortest path. Progress-SGFlooding, and Progress-SGFlooding-Progress are both a
combination of both 3DGreedy and Flooding, thus they also have very low path dilation.
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Fig. 3. The average delivery rate of Progress-SGFlooding, Progress-SGFlooding-Progress, and other routing algorithms at diﬀerent network density.
Fig. 4. The average path dilation of Progress-SGFlooding, Progress-SGFlooding-Progress, and other routing algorithms at diﬀerent network
density.
Fig. 5 shows the overall overhead of all algorithms. The results can be explained as follows: 3DGreedy and
3DCompass have almost no overhead because there is no ﬂooding. The nodes that see the packets are actually part
of the path between the source and the destination. 3DLAR, uses ﬂooding all the time, which means so many nodes
receive and forward each packet (all nodes in the ﬂooding box). Thus the overhead is the highest between all studied
algorithms. Progress-SGFlooding decreases the high overhead of 3DLAR, but still this algorithm has the second
highest overhead, because it does use ﬂooding at the local minimum nodes. But at least in 70% of the graph no
ﬂooding at all is used and for the other 30% ﬂooding is used after progressing to the destination as much as possible.
Progress-SGFlooding-Progress has the second lowest overhead, because it uses ﬂooding for a couple of steps only and
it goes back to 3DGreedy, then it should beneﬁt from the low overhead of 3DGreedy algorithm more than Progress-
SGFlooding. This explains the high drop of the overhead between the two proposed algorithms.
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Fig. 5. The average overhead of Progress-SGFlooding, Progress-SGFlooding-Progress, and other routing algorithms at diﬀerent network density.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we present a family of hybrid 3D routing algorithms for mobile ad hoc networks. The new algorithms
are based on idea of beneﬁting from the low overhead of progress-based routing and the guarantee delivery of ﬂooding-
based routing. The new algorithms try to advance as much as possible using progress-based routing and when they
fail; they use partial ﬂooding algorithms to guarantee the delivery eventually. The simulation results show an excellent
improvement in terms of delivery rate and low overhead.
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